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The right temperature kills cholera
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So far, though, the actual cause of the project
has not yet been solved: to stop the cholera
bacteria in poor countries.
“The combustion chamber can be heated
with bottled gas but neither that nor electricity
exists where this technology is most needed,”
says Jan-Åke Gullaksen, who is working flat
out to find a solution to this problem too.

“Temperature measurement is critical for the combustion toilet to work,” explains its designer
Jan-Åke Gullaksen.

Cholera is one of the world’s biggest health
problems. That’s the driving force behind
Jan-Åke Gullaksen and his company Fusa
AB in Nybro, Sweden. The solution is to
turn the bacteria into water vapour and ash.
Cholera is spread via fecal matter and is a
massive health issue in developing countries.
But the bacteria can also cause problems in
developed countries, not least around summer cottages and other homes not connected
to a municipal sewage system.
“In many areas you can measure increased
levels of bacteria in the ground at the end of
the summer season,” Jan-Åke says.
Water vapour and ash
He previously ran a company manufacturing
heating boilers that ran on pellets and other
fuel. When the company was sold, he saw a
chance to help solve the problem of cholera,
which besides starvation is the leading cause
of premature death in poor countries.
“The solution is to turn the urine into steam and
combust the fecal matter,” he says. “What’s
left is water vapour and ash.”
Electric combustion toilets already existed
on the market but Jan-Åke says they were
too expensive and not efficient enough. He
named his own design Toamoa but it is also
sold under the name Separett Flame.
“We launched Toamoa in 2011 and it has sold

better than we expected,” he explains. “Our
goal with regard to any teething problems in
our design was to detect and fix them in our
first season.”
A thermocouple challenge
There was one particular teething problem
– a key component that did not meet the
requirements. That was a thermocouple to
measure the temperature inside the combustion chamber. The temperature had to
be 550 °C for the combustion to be done in
an energy efficient way.
“The environment inside a toilet is aggressive,” explains Jan-Åke, who contacted
Pentronic to solve the problem.
The solution was a thermocouple in an
outer protection tube made of an alloy that
is used in extreme environments such as
inside jet engines and the exhaust systems
of rockets. This same material is now being
used in toilets in summer cottages.
Developments continue
With the correct temperature inside the
combustion chamber now achieved, the
combustion toilet quickly gained a good
reputation and sales are growing fast. One
unusual ingredient in the project is that the
combustion toilet, despite costing less than
the alternative, is made entirely in Sweden.
This reduces shipping distances and other
environmental impacts.

Just press the lever to flush and the rest
happens automatically.

At your service all
summer
“Pentronic makes it easier for you by keeping open all summer. We have an extensive
inventory of Pt100 sensors and thermocouples and accessories such as transmitters,
cables, connectors, and other details. We
can also produce other sensor models for
urgent needs. Contact us and we will help
you”, invites sales manager Roland Gullqvist.

New website gives Pentronic’s customers a better overview
In February this year Pentronic replaced
its already extensive website with a new
and more easily comprehensible one with
more modern functions. The aim is to make
it easier for customers to find Pentronic’s
products and other relevant information
more quickly.
The general product pages present temperature sensors, instrumentation and services.
For a quick overview of the contents, all the
customer has to do is drag a mouse pointer
across the headings on the home page.
“Initially we are presenting a selection of
temperature sensors and instrumentation
that we keep in stock,” comments Pentronic’s
sales manager Roland Gullqvist.
Because customers sometimes have special dimensional and other requirements that
are not part of Pentronic’s regular inventory,
we often add an extra page to our data sheets
where customers can specify the required
dimensions. Normally these specific products
can be delivered within a couple of weeks.

we’ve begun planning an industry-specific
sales and organisational approach based
on our expertise and long experience. Our
specialities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

”The aim is to make it very easy for our
customers to find relevant information”, explains Roland Gullqvist, checking Pentronic’s new website.

The new website is now also searchable by
model number, part number and free text.
“To make it even easier for our customers

Thermal power stations
Steel, metal and heat treatment
The food industry
Pharmaceuticals
Power generation
Vehicles and engines
Forestry
The petrochemical industry

Pentronic will describe its expertise in each
industry. An abbreviated brochure of typical
temperature sensors and instrumentations for
each industry will be available for download
as a pdf. There will also be an overview of
typical products plus links to the specifications of the corresponding product models.
The information will initially be available only
in Swedish.

Cold junction – the hidden measuring junction
The article on temperature drift in temperature measuring devices on page 4
presumes that the reader knows that
thermocouples work by measuring a
temperature difference. If this is not the
case, then we recommend that the reader
consults this article first.
Figure 1 shows a differentially measuring
thermocouple consisting of wires A and B.
Assuming that the voltmeter connectors
are both at the same temperature Tv then
the voltmeter V will display a voltage that is
more or less proportional to the temperature
difference between T1 and T2. Let us call T1
the measuring junction and T2 the reference
junction.
If we move the voltmeter connection in
Figure 1 to the split reference junction T2 in
Figure 2, we get a more well-known picture
of how thermocouples are usually drawn. The
thermocouples in both figures function in the
same way: V = SAB (T1 – T2). SAB is the relative
Seebeck co-efficient (sensitivity) [µV/°C]) for
the thermocouple AB.
Let us give an example: T1 = 100 °C and
T2 = 20 °C. Then V = 80 SAB [µV]. In practice,
the corresponding temperature difference is
then 80 °C. This example is a good indication of the typical measurement error that
occurs if we have not compensated for the
temperature of the cold junction.
To obtain the “correct” temperature of
the measuring junction T1 = 100 °C we must
compensate for the current room temperature
of T2. We can do this in two ways:
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Figure 1. A general thermocouple circuit
measures temperature difference (T1 – T2).
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3
Figure 2. With a thermocouple circuit as
shown here it is easy to forget the reference junction’s temperature (T2).
Figure 3. Locking of the reference junction’s temperature at 0 degrees in an ice
water bath (T2 = 0).

Figure 4. Electronic compensation
according to an old principle whereby
the reference junction’s measured
temperature governs an appropriate
bias voltage +T2’. Nowadays the signal from T2’ is handled by software.
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1. The connection points A/Cu and B/Cu are
placed in e.g. an ice water bath. T2 is then
locked at 0 °C. See Figure 3.
2. The indicator (DVM) is equipped with an
extra temperature sensor, which is mounted
in good thermal contact with the reference
junction. The sensor, which we can call T2’,
then measures the current temperature of the
reference junction (T2) and can eliminate it.
V = SAB (T1 – T2 + T2’). See Figure 4.

Even though T2’ is handled by software in
modern indicators we must not forget that
the linearity of the sensor T2’ and how the
sensor is mounted are of the greatest importance for keeping measurement errors
as small as possible. The usual rule tends
to apply: the cheaper the solution the worse
the measurement quality.

Leave an air gap between instrument box
and hot wall
QUESTION: The flue gases from one of our
test facilities are transported in an insulated
duct with an inner cross-section area of 600 x
600 mm2. The normal temperature of the flue
gases is 250 °C. The channel wall contains
various types of insulating material and the
outermost layer consists of 1 mm thick metal
plating. A box containing temperature instruments is mounted on the vertical duct wall.
The temperature of the metal plating is 45 °C
when the temperature inside the workshop is
18 °C. On one occasion the ventilation inside
the workshop stopped working and the ambient
temperature then became 32 °C for a lengthy
period of time. What was then the temperature
of the metal plating?
Staffan L
ANSWER: The heat transfer from the flue gases
to the inner duct wall occurs mainly by forced
convection. Heat is transferred through the insulated duct wall by thermal conduction. Heat
transfer from the metal plating to the surroundings
normally occurs by natural convection and radiation. The “driving force” behind the heat transfer
is the temperature difference between the flue
gases and the surroundings: 250 – 18 = 232 °C.
When the temperature inside the workshop increases from 18 °C to 32 °C, the heat
transfer decreases and the external surface
temperature of the duct increases. If we begin
by assuming that all thermal coefficients are
constant, the surface temperature will increase
from 45 °C to 57 °C. If the calculation takes
into account the fact that both radiation and
convection are temperature dependent, the
temperature of the duct wall will be 56 °C.
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QUESTIONS
ANSWERS

The reason why the duct wall temperature
increases by 11 °C when the ambient temperature increases by 14 °C is because the
thermal resistance in the duct wall is considerably greater than that between the duct’s
surface and its surroundings. This calculation
is based on a number of assumptions, so the
result should be used with caution.
If possible, it is advisable to avoid installing instrument boxes directly onto hot
surfaces. The thermal conduction from the
wall combined with the power dissipation
from the instrument’s electronics can cause
unnecessarily high temperatures inside the
box, which can in turn jeopardise the functioning of the electronics. In the case of temperature measurement instrumentation, its prior
calibrations can become worthless. (Read
more on page 4.)
By mounting the box such that a ventilated
gap is created between the box and the duct
wall, you reduce the heat flow from the wall
to the box (see Figure 1). Instead of thermal
conduction you will then have radiation and
natural convection.
The mounting brackets between the box
and the wall should have as small a crosssection area as possible and their thermal
conductivity should be low. Stainless steel
is a suitable material. Shiny surfaces on the
wall and box reduce the heat flow but the
surfaces easily get dirty and therefore require
maintenance.
If you want to further reduce the heat flow
you can install a radiation shield (a metal plate)
in the air gap (see Figure 2). In this case too, the
surfaces should be shiny to reduce the effect
of the radiation. Figure 2 also shows another

situation in which you should use a radiation
shield. If the insulation becomes damaged, the
radiation shield can reduce the risk of the terminal head containing the transmitter becoming
overheated.
Hot surface

Figure 1. An instrument box is attached
to a hot metal surface
with extended brackets that leave an air
gap. The gap reduces
the heating of the
instrumentation.

Hot surfaces

Figure 2. The same as Figure 1 but a metal
shield (blue) in the air gap further reduces
the radiant heat from the hot surface to the
box. The insulation (yellow) can sometimes
be inadequate (chequered pattern) after the
temperature sensor is tightened into place.
In the same way a shield (blue) can limit
the heat flow to the sensor’s terminal head,
which normally contains a transmitter.

Read more on www.pentronic.se > News >
Technical information >Examples of heat transfer

If you have comments or questions, con-tact Professor Dan Loyd at the Institute of Technology at Linköping University: dan.loyd@liu.se

STRAIGHT FROM THE LAB

Batch calibration is good
but individual testing is best
Batch calibration involves calibrating a
few individual sensors and then using
the results to represent the entire batch.
This might mean calibrating the first and
last thermocouples taken from the same
reel of wire or metal-sheathed cable. In
some cases a number of in-between
units are also calibrated.
“Batch calibration involves exploiting the
fact that a single batch of thermocouple
material normally exhibits small deviations
in sensitivity along the material’s length,”
explains lab manager Lars Grönlund.

“For unused type K
thermocouples at lower temperatures, say Pentronic’s laboratory
under 200 °C, the devia- is accredited since 1988
tions for IEC Tolerance
Class 1 are limited to one- or two-tenths
of a degree. Thermocouples taken from
the batch between the tested units risk
having greater measurement uncertainty
than those that are calibrated.
“For more reliable knowledge about the
measurement uncertainty of each thermocouple being used, you therefore need to
calibrate each of them separately.”

New “DIN DS” Form 4
thermowell
Pentronic is expanding the product range
available on its website with a model 9055025
thermowell for 3 mm measurement insert.
The thermowell is therefore narrower than the
traditional DIN 43772 Form 4, which normally
results in a reduced response time.
The thermowell is designed for pressurised processes such as steam. Pentronic’s
sensor models 7610000 (Pt100) and 8109300
(thermocouple) respectively fit the thermowell.
The maximum temperature and pressure are
in accordance with DIN 43772.
The measurement insert with its mounting
is screwed into the thermowell’s M14x1.5
interior thread. Process installation
is done with a weld-in mounting boss, e.g. Pentronic
model 9055045.
Modell 9055025

Modell 9055045
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Temperature drift occurs in all electronic
devices because the vast majority of their
components alter their value to some extent
in response to changes in the ambient temperature, including those due to self heating.
Temperature drift is expressed as “degrees of
change in the measurement value per degree
of change in the ambient temperature”, e.g.
0.05 °C/°C.
Measurement chains of thermocouples
and transmitters or indicators are known to
be more susceptible to temperature drift than
for example chains of Pt100s. This is mainly
because thermocouples have two measuring
junctions: one at the measurement object and
one at the entrance to the electronic device
(the reference junction). The thermocouple’s
measurement signal is the difference between
the two temperatures. The measuring device
must itself measure the reference junction’s
temperature and add it to the thermocouple’s
signal. First then is the measurement object’s
temperature related to 0 °C. See page 2,
Cold junction.
Calibrate at the operating temperature
How the reference junction’s temperature is
measured often determines the quality of the
entire measurement chain. The temperature
sensor measures its own temperature, which
means that the sensor must be placed in
very good thermal contact with the reference
junction.
Measurement chains consisting of Pt100s
also exhibit temperature drift even though this
can be ten times less than for thermocouple
systems. In this case the issues associated
with the reference junction do not apply.
A typical source of error often occurs
during calibration. If the ambient temperature
of the electronic device during calibration
differs from the temperature of the device’s
normal operating conditions, the difference
will be included as a measurement error.
See Figure 1. For example, a measurement
chain with drift data of 0.05 °C/°C will show a
measurement error of 0.5 °C if the calibration
is done at 20 °C and the normal operating
temperature inside the associated control

cabinet is 30 °C. In this case you can choose
to accept the measurement error or to calibrate at the actual operating temperature,
e.g. on the spot during full operation or in a
heated chamber.
The best alternative is to place the electronic device in an environment that is close
to room temperature. Electronic devices
should be calibrated at 23 °C, a requirement
at accredited laboratories. In existing control
cabinets the interior space can be better
ventilated and the electronic device can
be placed away from heat sources. For a
transmitter inside a sensor’s terminal head
one can extend the neck or shield the head
from the radiant heat. See Figure 2 on page 3.
Ask the sales associate
In the case of mobile measurement equipment, the ambient temperature can vary
more – e.g. inside/outside, summer/winter,
refrigerated/heated chamber etc. As a result,
the temperature drift is often more difficult
to deal with. Either you must use different
pieces of measurement equipment for the
different temperature ranges or you must
sacrifice accuracy and include large measuring ranges, which will lead to significant
measurement errors, see Figure 1. A third
solution, of course, is to go to the expense
of buying indicators that have an extremely
small temperature drift. On the other hand,
the most stable instruments are not always
designed for use in the field.
In the optimal situation, the data sheets
will clearly state the measuring device’s
temperature drift. Sometimes the data sheets
state some kind of maximum error that includes several different components. In this
case the temperature drift is not apparent.
Instead, you must ask the source that sold
			
Figure 1. In principle,
			
for individual calibra			
tion at 23 °C, Tdev = 0.
			
When measuring in
				
deviating
				
temperatures
				
Tamb ≠ 23 °C
			
the measurement
			
error Tdev increases.
			
Given the measurement uncertainty of a measurement system
it can be practical to encompass the entire
temperature range in which you plan to use
the measurement system. In this diagram
the range is 23 ± 10 °C for which the measurement uncertainty is regarded as a constant
±0.5 °C.

If you have questions or comments, contact Hans Wenegård: hans.wenegard@pentronic.se

Pentronic’s products and services
Temperature sensors
Connectors and cables
Temperature transmitters
IR-pyrometers
Temperature indicators
Temperature controllers

Dataloggers
Temperature calibration equipment
Temperature calibration services
Training courses in temperature
Moisture and thickness monitors
Flowmeters

you the device and hope they can obtain the
information for you.
Typical values of the temperature drift in
measuring circuits for thermocouples can
range from 0.1 down to 0.005 °C/°C. Typically
the value is 0.05.
In the case of Pt100 circuits the temperature drift typically involves values that are
ten times lower. There are laboratory versions
that have a drift of only ten-thousandths of a
degree. As usual, the cost of these increases
in direct proportion to their increased performance.
Calculate the drift
It is also possible to calculate the temperature
drift yourself. See Figure 2. Measure with and
read from the instrument that is to be tested
a reference temperature Tref-A / Tref-B , (e.g. in an
ice bath). Do this both when the instrument
is at room temperature Tamb-A and when it
is in a refrigerated chamber Tamb-B. Let the
instrument become thoroughly temperature
equalised in both cases, e.g. in a refrigerated
chamber overnight. To measure Tamb-A and
Tamb-B you can use a second indicator with an
attached thermocouple wire that is taped to
the test object’s casing. This other indicator
must always be at room temperature.
The drift in °C/°C can be calculated as
follows:
Drift = (Tref-A − Tref-B) / (Tamb-A − Tamb-B)
(1)
Keep in mind that the temperature drift
data reflect stationary conditions, that is, the
properties of the measuring device after it has
experienced a long period of temperature
equalisation. In Pentronic’s laboratory, for
example, this equalisation is done over a 24hour period and the device is then operated
for two hours prior to calibration.

Figure 2. Calculating the temperature drift
in a thermocouple indicator (orange).
A) Read the ice bath temperature Tref-A with
the indicator at room temperature Tamb-A.
B) Read the ice bath temperature Tref-B with
the indicator at the refrigerated chamber
temperature Tamb-B. The temperatures of the
ice bath and the refrigerated chamber are
taken using another measurement device
(blue). Calculate the temperature drift by
using the equation (1) in the text.
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What is temperature drift? Must it be taken into account during calibration? How
can the size of the temperature drift be
determined? This article answers these
questions and more.
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